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About the RVDA of Canada:
The Recreation Vehicle Dealers Association (RVDA) of Canada is a national, volunteer federation of provincial and
regional RVDA associations and their members who have united to form a professional trade association for all
businesses involved in the recreation vehicle industry. The RVDA of Canada has 640 members from coast to coast.
RVing is an accessible and enriching form of Canadian tourism. In 2016, 1-in-5 campers in North America reported an RV
as their primary use of accommodation for camping, and the popularity of RV camping for new campers has grown from
18% to 26% over the past year. It is clear that RVing provides individuals and families with the opportunity to explore
Canada’s rich natural heritage in our various national parks, which are currently visited by over 22 million visitors each
year.
RVing in Canada also has a considerable impact on the Canadian economy. The manufacturing, purchasing, servicing,
and use of recreation vehicles contributes billions – both directly and indirectly – to the Canadian economy each year. In
fact, in 2011, the total economic activity associated with the Canadian recreation vehicle industry reached $14.5 billion.
There are over 4,231 campgrounds operated across Canada, each offering a unique experience for Canadians and
international visitors.
Direct spending associated with recreation vehicles reached $11.5 billion. These expenditures generated $8.0 billion in
net economic activity (GDP) and 98,800 jobs. In total, the retail sales and services associated with Canada’s more-than400 recreation vehicle dealers generated $1.5 billion in net economic activity (GDP) throughout Canada and supported
nearly 19,300 jobs.
The implementation of the RVDA of Canada’s two key recommendations will ensure a bright future for the RV industry.
To better help RVing thrive as an industry throughout the country, it is essential that we provide increased support for
skilled workers in the RV industry and build upon the critical infrastructure required in our national parks. These
recommendations would seamlessly complement the Government’s commitments as outlined in the 2017 Budget and
Canada’s New Tourism Vision to “support access to labour market, skills development and training opportunities for
youth and under-represented groups,” and “working with the provinces and territories, employers and educational
institutions to ensure that Canadians looking to work with the tourism sector have the needed skills.”
2018 Budget Recommendations:
1. Increased Support for Skilled Workers in the RV Industry
•
•

There are currently only two programs In Canada that offer RV service technician apprenticeship training –
Okanagan College in Kelowna, British Columbia and Polytechnic-Southern Alberta Institute of Technology in
Calgary, Alberta. Each of these programs provide Red Seal Designation that is accepted nation-wide.
The current program structure requires approximately 8 weeks of in-class training annually, while the remainder
of the apprenticeship work can be conducted in a location of the trainee’s choosing (many of the trainees will
return home at this time).
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•

The existing programs reach full enrollment each year and often hold waiting lists for additional several dozen
prospective students.
Training programs are offered in other provinces but they are not accepted as full apprenticeship programs. As
such, few RV service technicians who actually work in the industry are classified as apprentices. Currently, there
are 1020 full-time RV service technicians throughout Canada but only 424 with Red Seal Designation.
The number of certified RV service technicians increases greatly in British Columbia and Alberta, where the
training programs are conducted. In 2016, those with Red Seal Designation accounted for approximately half of
the RV service technicians in both British Columbia and Alberta, while in other provinces they can be as low as
1/6th.

•
•

Recommendation:
•

Due to the geographic constraints of the existing programs, the Government of Canada should create an
Apprenticeship Travel Grant that could be used by those who are required to travel in order to undertake an
apprenticeship training program. This Grant should be targeted towards those enrolled in programs that are not
offered in their city, town or province.
This Grant should be a taxable cash grant of $2,000-$4,000 per person per year in order to provide support for
such items as travel costs, lodging, and care arrangements for families.

•

2. Critical Infrastructure Investment to Support the RV Industry
•

•

There are over 4,231 campgrounds operated across Canada, each offering a unique experience for Canadians
and international visitors. As campground services continue to rise in demand, critical infrastructure needs such as sizing requirements to accommodate larger RVs and access to appropriate electrical outlets and waste
disposal facilities -remain unfunded.
As RVing is a large component of tourism, both internally and externally, investment in camping and RVing
infrastructure will play a crucial role in the overall contributions of the tourism industry to future economic
development and prosperity. Upgrades in infrastructure are essential if we want to be able to ensure the
future of this industry and make it more accessible to all Canadians.

Recommendation:
•

The Government of Canada should provide targeted and dedicated investment in camping/RV infrastructure in
Canada’s National Parks. Investing in camping/RV infrastructure will play a critical role in the overall
contributions of the tourism industry to future economic development and prosperity.
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